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ABSTRACT

Considering opinions of other users (called advisors) has become increasingly important for each user in open and dynamic online environments. However, users might be subjectively different or strategically dishonest. Previous approaches on this problem generally suffer from the issue of limited (especially shared) historic experience when tracking each individual advisor’s behavior. In this paper, instead, we model each advisor as part of groups by proposing a two-layered clustering approach. Specifically, in the first layer, the agent of each user clusters her advisors into different subjectivity groups and dishonest types, with respect to their rating behavior. In the second layer, each advisor is assigned to groups with respective membership degrees. Finally, each agent adopts an alignment approach to help its user align advisors’ ratings to the ones of her own. Experimental results on both simulations and real data verify that our approach can better help users utilize ratings provided by advisors in opinion evaluation and recommender systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In large and open online communities, users may often encounter other entities which they have no previous experience with or prior knowledge of. In this case, they usually rely on the experience or knowledge of other users (advisors), to choose which entities to interact with. However, in these environments, users could freely express their opinions with limited administration, and the quality of opinions may then vary. One common reason is that, users are subjectively different\cite{5}, which thus leads to discrepancy of users’ opinions (ratings) towards same entities. For instance, a satisfactory experience of a user may turn to be an unsatisfactory one for another user. Moreover, some users might be dishonest and lie about their experience with entities. For example, to denote an entity, a user may intentionally provide a negative rating to the entity while the real experience is successful.

Some approaches have been proposed to address the above mentioned problem by using social networks\cite{9} where opinions coming from friends in a user’s social network are greatly valued. However, being friends of the user does not imply to share the same subjectivity (i.e. preference) with the user. In addition, computational trust models in multi-agent systems area argue to evaluate the quality of opinions by designing agents for users to model the trustworthiness of advisors on the basis of their past activities. The underlying assumption here is that a more trustworthy advisor could provide opinions of higher quality. However, they mainly focus on the dishonesty problem (e.g. unfair ratings)\cite{21} and merely on the user subjectivity difference\cite{5}, or could not well distinguish dishonesty and subjectivity from each other\cite{17,20}. Besides, most of them strive to model an advisor’s trustworthiness for a user on the basis of either the common experience between the user and the advisor\cite{21} or the whole historic experience of them\cite{22}. Consequently, these models, on the basis of machine learning techniques, might fail with great probability since 1) the user and advisor have limited past experience in a community, especially limited common experience towards same entities; and 2) a user’s behavior is dynamic and evolving, which greatly increases the difficulty of tracking her behavior.

In view of the aforementioned problems, we propose a clustering-based method that categorizes users into different groups with respect to their rating behavior. We distinguish subjective users from dishonest ones. In other words, users with similar subjectivity in rating entities are grouped together, and dishonest users are labeled as outliers. We further examine these dishonest users by dividing them into three different types. Consequently, on the one hand, each user can not only directly employ other users’ opinions in the same subjectivity group, but also effectively and rationally use the opinions of those in different subjectivity groups. On the other hand, the user might even take advantage of opinions provided by those dishonest advisors whose rating behavior follows definite patterns, while opinions of the dishonest advisors with no static patterns would be ignored. Accordingly, users can maximally and effectively adopt advisors’ opinions with our method. We prefer unsupervised learning (i.e. clustering) over supervised learning since we have no prior knowledge about the size and number of the subjectivity groups. Besides, the number of groups would also be varied as the dynamic change of users (new users join, and users might leave). The advantages of exploring
group information through clustering instead of personal information (for opinion evaluation) can mitigate the gap between limited data of an individual user and sufficient data required for accurately learning the user’s behavior. Moreover, we identify a set of features that can well capture the dynamic behavior of users.

Computationally, each user in the system is equipped with a software agent. Each agent clusters its user’s advisors according to their historic experience. More specifically, a two-layered clustering approach is proposed for each agent to cluster advisors of its user into subjectivity clusters and three dishonest types (i.e. direct dishonest, disguise dishonest and misguidance dishonest). The first layer employs the DENCLU algorithm [12] twice to identify advisors as either subjective or dishonest. Then, in the second layer, each advisor (not including misguidance dishonest ones) is assigned to two closest clusters with respective membership degrees (sum up to 1). Given the clustering results, each agent further adopts a simple but effective group alignment algorithm that helps its user align advisors’ ratings to the ones of her own. We conduct experiments on two different environments to validate the effectiveness of our approach: a distributed simulated e-marketplace for opinion evaluation, and three real datasets obtained from Epinions, Flixster and FilmTrust for rating prediction in recommender systems. Experimental results verify that our approach can help users better utilize ratings provided by advisors.

2. RELATED WORK

Social network based methods, e.g. trust-aware recommender systems where users’ information sources can be enriched by past experience or recommendations of trust neighbors (advisors), are designed with the assumption that an advisor in a user’s social network could provide more reliable opinions to the user. For example, Golbeck [9] introduces a trust-flow-based method (called TidalTrust) for rating predictions of target items. Guo et al. [10] propose to merge the ratings of trust neighbors and thus better model the preferences of users to resolve the data sparsity problems in recommendation systems. However, a generally agreed proposition states that people being friends of each other may not share similar preferences [14]. In other words, friends (trust neighbors) of a user might be intrinsically honest, but unnecessary to share the same subjectivity with the user.

Other than these memory-based approaches, the model-based approaches are also employed in recommender systems. Related approaches to our work include clustering-based approaches, and matrix-factorization ones. Clustering based methods reduce the search space in recommender systems by employing clustering techniques such as weighted co-clustering [8] method to cluster similar users or entities, and hence ratings of clustered users or entities are integrated to make predictions for corresponding users. However, they only employ information of users in the same cluster, while in our approach information of users from other clusters can also be effectively incorporated. Matrix factorization has become popular recently in recommender systems. It fits the user-entity rating matrix using low-rank approximations, i.e. user-feature matrix and entity-feature matrix, and employs low-rank matrices to make further predication. For example, Minh and Salakhutdinov [16] propose a probabilistic matrix factorization model by assuming Gaussian observations on observed user-entity ratings. SocialMF, proposed by Jamali and Ester, combines a basic matrix factorization method with a trust-based approach to further enhance recommendation [13]. However, they ignore the dishonesty problem when considering other users’ recommendations.

Different trust models have also been proposed in multi-agent systems to model the trustworthiness of advisors for evaluating their opinions. Some of them, such as [21, 22], focus on addressing opinions of low quality intentionally provided by dishonest advisors. Due to the ignorance of subjectivity difference between advisors and users, they may misuse some important information caused by subjectivity difference, rather than dishonesty. Some other approaches [5], although rare, only consider subjectivity difference between users and advisors, but ignore the dishonesty of advisors. They may mistakenly treat dishonest advisors as those having subjectivity difference with users.

Some recent approaches have also been proposed to model both dishonesty and subjectivity of advisors. BLADE [18] applies Bayesian learning to model the correlations between entities’ properties and ratings of users and advisors. However, if the correlations learned for users’ ratings are based on entities’ properties that are different from those for advisors, it is likely that advisors having subjectivity difference are treated as dishonest ones. HABIT [20] extends BLADE by additionally considering third party information, but it might suffer from the same problem as BLADE. Prob-Cog [17] is a two-layered behavioral modeling approach that firstly filters dishonest advisors and then discounts other advisors’ ratings according to their subjective trends. However, it has the assumption that advisors providing very different ratings with a user are dishonest to the user. Hence, advisors having large subjectivity difference with the user will be misclassified as dishonest. PRep [11] learns the advisors’ behavior using Bayesian learning and then adjusts their opinions (no matter biased or unbiased) according to the learned types of advisors. However, similar to Prob-cog and BLADE, it would wrongly treat some dishonest users as subjective ones, or vice versa. Besides, almost all the aforementioned approaches have strict requirements on the number of available interactions between users. PGTM [4] explicitly distinguishes (dis)honesty and subjectivity difference by modeling them using different sources of rating information, and captures their relationships with trust through the influence of chains in a probabilistic graphical model. However, it ignores the fact that dishonesty and subjectivity are overlapped with each other to certain extent from the perspective of information sources.

On the contrary, our approach distinguishes subjective users from dishonest ones. Besides, it addresses the data sparsity problem by considering advisors as part of groups. Ratings of advisors are aligned to the ones of the user’s own. Moreover, the set of features used to represent advisors can capture their dynamic and evolving behavior.

3. SUBJECTIVITY AND DISHONESTY

In this section, we summarize the definitions and studies of subjectivity and dishonesty, respectively.

3.1 Subjectivity

People are subjectively different. Opinions (or ratings) of each user in online communities imply a certain degree of subjectivity of this user. For example, in a rating system, user A rates a comic book as “5”, while user B rates the
same book as “4”. In this case, we could conclude that A is a little more positive than B in this context of comic books. Hence, we choose to learn users’ subjectivity from their rating behavior. Subjectivity analysis has been actively studied in various applications such as customers’ opinion mining in online review forums and multi-document summarization [1]. Our research differs from those in the literature from two perspectives: 1) most previous research focuses on textual information, while we target at ratings; 2) in the literature, subjectivity analysis is often defined as a binary-classification task, i.e. subjective or non-subjective. This is opposed to the clustering task in our research, where users are clustered into multiple clusters (e.g. positive, neutral and negative in [17]), and users in the same subjectivity groups tend to provide similar ratings towards same entities. The number of subjectivity clusters is uncertain (≥ 2).

3.2 Dishonesty

The current online environments open the door for dishonest users (i.e. attackers) to manipulate online rating systems by selfishly promoting or maliciously demoting certain entities [6]. According to the principle of veracity [15], users usually deceive for a reason, that motives producing deception is usually the same as that guides honesty. For example, in an e-commerce environment, ratings of an entity could not only reflect its popularity and reputation, but also greatly affect its sales. Hence, attackers tend to strategically manipulate their ratings in order to fulfill their goals (maximize their own profits or demote other competitors).

Extending from the work of Feng et al. [6], we mainly recognize three types of dishonest users: 1) direct dishonest users consistently provide dishonest ratings to all entities. This is the most naive attacker model; 2) indirect dishonest users behave honestly (by providing honest ratings) to entities of certain types, but perform dishonestly to those of other types. They can also be called as disguise users, since they disguise themselves as honest in some scenarios to gain trust of other users; 3) misguidance dishonest users provide dishonest and honest ratings to entities following no static pattern. Dishonest users of this type is very difficult to track since their behavior is extremely sophisticated.

4. OUR APPROACH

In this section, we present our approach in great details. Firstly, we genuinely introduce our research problem and procedural framework of the proposed method. Secondly, we identify the features employed in the clustering algorithm based on the intuitions and related work in the literature. Thirdly, we describe the details of the proposed two-layered clustering approach. Finally, we present a simple but effective group alignment algorithm, which shows how the results of our clustering approach can be effectively used in applications such as opinion evaluation and recommender systems.

4.1 Procedural Framework

In our approach, each user is equipped with a software agent being responsible for managing the ratings of its own user and other users (advisors) towards entities in the online communities. Each user has a set of past interactions with some entities and provides a rating in the range of [0, 1].

For each interaction. We assume that a user \( u \) (equipping with an agent \( a \)) has previously interacted with a set of entities \( E \). Based on these interactions (rating behavior), the user is described by a feature vector \( F^m_u = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m\} \), where \( m \) is the number of features. Similarly, agent \( a \) can also obtain the corresponding feature vectors for its user’s advisors (feature extraction). The set of advisors is denoted by \( U^m \). For implementation, \( U^m \) mainly involves the users who previously interacted with the same entities as user \( u \). If \( u \) has limited historic interactions, agent \( a \) could expand \( U^m \) by also actively propagating its requests of more information to the agents of other users until \( U^m \) is considerably large. Then, agent \( a \) conducts our proposed cluster analysis towards \( u \) and advisors in \( U^m \), which are clustered into different groups: either subjectivity groups or dishonest groups (outliers). Consequently, agent \( a \) can effectively utilize ratings provided by advisors given the results of the cluster analysis. The basic process is presented in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, we also describe a simply alignment algorithm that employs the outcome of the cluster analysis into various real applications, such as trust models for opinion evaluations, and recommender systems.

![Figure 1: Procedural design of the framework](image-url)

4.2 Feature Identification

In this part, we aim to identify feature vector \( F^m_u = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m\} \). Each feature for our research problem is expected to satisfy two objective requirements: 1) to maximize the distance between users of different subjectivity (including the dishonest ones); and 2) to minimize the distance between users of the same subjectivity (or dishonest type). To fulfill this goal, the most important issue is to understand the clues distinguishing the subjective behavior and dishonest behavior regarding to ratings (as presented in Section 3).

Following the reliability research in medical domain [19], we deem that ratings from different users could be mainly compared with respect to two perspectives: inter-user agreement and intra-user agreement. The former one indicates the scenario where different users rate a same entity, while the latter one refers to the scenario where a user provides ratings to different entities of same quality. The honest users of the similar subjectivity have higher values on the two perspectives –provide similar ratings to the same entities as the group members, and consistently provide similar ratings to the products of same quality. Accordingly, subjective users of significantly different types might have lower values on inter-user agreement, but higher values on intra-user agreement, while dishonest users have lower values on both per-

---

1. Multi-nominal ratings in online communities could be normalized into the rating scale of [0, 1].
spectives. Additionally, another guideline for feature selection is: rating behavior of subjective users is sort of consistent (might evolve with a low speed), while that of dishonest ones is comparatively unstable (strategically changing).

With these guidelines in mind, in general, we first identify several propositions in the literature or by intuition, and then directly indicate some features related to these propositions for our research problem.

Proposition 1. The rating difference between users in the same subjectivity group is much smaller than that between users coming from different groups. In other words, users in the same subjectivity group tend to provide similar ratings. Hence, the related features for user \( u \) are variance of ratings, \( u \)'s average rating difference with other users regarding to same entities \( (r_u^v) \), variance of \( u \)'s rating difference with other users regarding to same entities \( (v_u^v) \), etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_u^v &= \frac{1}{|E|} \sum_{x \in E} (r_u^x - \bar{r}_x) \\
  v_u^v &= \frac{1}{|E|} \sum_{x \in E} \text{var} (r_u^x - \bar{r}_x)
\end{align*}
\]

Proposition 2. A user’s rating to an entity may be subjectively impacted by other users’ ratings (positive or negative) to the entity. In this sense, average or midpoint of ratings to the entity could be treated as a (quality) benchmark for the entity [7]. The associated features are \( u \)'s average rating difference with the benchmark rating \( (r_u^b) \), variance of \( u \)'s rating difference with the benchmark rating \( (v_u^b) \), etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_u^b &= \frac{1}{|E|} \sum_{x \in E} (r_u^x - \bar{r}_x) \\
  v_u^b &= \frac{1}{|E|} \sum_{x \in E} \text{var} (r_u^x - \bar{r}_x)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \bar{r}_x \) is the average rating towards entity \( x \), i.e. benchmark rating.

Proposition 3. The rating difference between two users would be relatively stable for two subjective users, but unstable for those where one or both of them are dishonest. Hence, corresponding features are the average of \( u \)'s rating difference with other users based on the commonly rated entities \( (r_u^v) \), the variance of \( u \)'s rating difference with other users based on the commonly rated entities \( (v_u^v) \), etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_u^v &= \frac{1}{|E(u,i)|} \sum_{x \in E(u,i)} (r_u^x - r_i^x) \\
  v_u^v &= \frac{1}{|E(u,i)|} \sum_{x \in E(u,i)} \text{var} (r_u^x - r_i^x)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( E(u,i) \) is the common entities between user \( u \) and \( i \).

Proposition 4. For users having relatively fewer interactions, or lower interacting frequency with entities, they might be more reluctant to provide dishonest ratings. This is mainly because in this scenario, the dishonest ratings provided by them might be relatively less influencing than those provided by other dishonest users (with a larger number of historic interactions or higher interacting frequency). One possible exception would be dishonest users having sybil identities. In this case, related features are the total number of interactions, skewness of ratings \( (r_u^v) \) [3], the interacting frequency, etc.

\[
r_u^v = \sum_{x \in E} (r_u^x - \bar{r}_x)^3
\]

where \( \bar{r}_x \), \( s \), and \( N \) are the mean, the standard deviation, and the number of the ratings provided by user \( u \), respectively.

Proposition 5. A user might vary her behavior under different contexts. This proposition holds true for both dishonest users (e.g. the disguise dishonest users) and honest users (e.g. users might have different subjectivity in evaluating entities of different categories). Context information (e.g. category or time) is especially valuable in detecting dishonest behavior [2]. Each user’s features of this type might be the variance of the user’s rating for entities of different contexts (e.g. categories), the variance of the user’s ratings in different time interval, etc.

All the features are normalized to be in the range of \([0, 1]\). Note that our objective of this section is not to figure out all the features or the best candidate features to achieve the best performance, but, more importantly, to provide hints on identifying features for our research problem. As the value of these features can mirror the change of users’ behavior with the change of time, we argue that the clustering algorithm on the basis of these features is capable of well addressing users’ dynamic and evolving behavior.

4.3 Cluster Analysis

We propose a two-layered clustering approach for each agent to cluster its user’s advisors into different subjectivity groups and dishonesty types (outliers). The first layer mainly employs a density based cluster algorithm – DENCLU [12] that crisply clusters users into different groups and outliers. The second layer is a fuzzy process which softly smooths and justifies the clustering results.

4.3.1 The First Layer: DENCLU

We choose DENCLU mainly because it can well deal with the environments with lots of noise, which allows us to flexibly address different scenarios, even those with a great proportion of dishonest users. Besides, it has a firm mathematical basis [12] instead of only heuristic clues. Moreover, each agent can efficiently conduct the algorithm even towards a relatively large set of advisors since it is very fast. This is in conformity with our research scenario where users can easily obtain a considerably large amount of advisors as they interact with more entities.

DENCLU is based on the idea that the influence of each data point could be modeled formally using an influence function which describes the impact of the data point within its neighborhood. As mentioned in Section 4.1, for agent \( a \), its user \( u \) and \( u \)'s neighborhood \( U^u \) (advisors) are described by the \( m \)-dimensional feature space \( F^m \). For simplification, we denote the set of users including \( u \) and advisors in \( U^u \) as \( U^{u+} \). The influence function is symmetric, continuous, and differentiable, such as Square Wave function and Gaussian function [12]. In our case, we choose Gaussian function since it could well represent most real-world cases. The influence of user \( x \) regarding to \( u \) \( (x \in U^{u+}) \), \( f_B(u) \), is defined as:

\[
f_B^u(x) = e^{-\frac{d(x,u)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]
where \( \sigma \) is a predefined threshold, and \( d(u, x) \) is defined as the Euclidean distance\(^3\) between user \( u \) and \( x \):

\[
d(u, x) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} (f_i^u - f_i^x)^2}
\]

(9)

Accordingly, the density function of user \( u \) is defined as the sum of the influence functions of \( u \)'s advisors. Thus, \( u \)'s density function \( f_B^D(u) \) is defined as [12]:

\[
f_B^D(u) = \sum_{x \in U^{u+}} f_B(u) = \sum_{x \in U^{u+}} e^{-\frac{d(u, x)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

(10)

On the basis of the density function, we then need to find all the density attractors \( x_j^u \) \( (x_j^u \in U^{u+}, \text{where } j = 1, \ldots, n_d, \text{and } n_d \leq ||U^{u+}||) \). Informally, density attractors are local maxima of the overall density function. If a point \( x \in U^{u+} \) is density-attracted to a density attractor \( x_j^u \), and \( x_j^u \) has a relatively bigger influence \((\geq \xi, \text{where } \xi \text{ is a predefined bound})\), \( x \) belongs to cluster with \( x_j^u \), otherwise, \( x \) is an outlier.

The DENCLU algorithm mainly consists of two steps: 

**Step 1** (pre-clustering stage): the representation of \( U^{u+} \) is divided into \( m \)-dimensional hypercubes, with an edge-length of \( 2\sigma \). Only hypercubes that contain at least one data point (i.e. one user) are determined, and called as populated cubes. 

The set of populated cubes is denoted by \( C^u \), where the number of hypercubes \( ||C^u|| \) is sensitive to the choice of \( \sigma \). 

**Step 2** (main stage – clustering stage): only the highly populated cubes (contain a pre-defined number of data points) and cubes which are connected to a highly populated cube, denoted as \( C_{ds} \), are considered in determining clusters. The basic process is the same as [12].

The quality of DENCLU depends on a good choice of two parameters \((\xi, \sigma)\). \( \sigma \) influences the impact of a user in her neighborhood, and \( \xi \) determines the minimum level for significant density-attractor. Appropriate \((\xi, \sigma)\) could help us to well deal with the environments with different noise levels (i.e. different levels of the proportion of dishonesty users in the online community). Specifically, it is better to set \( \xi \) to be bigger than the noise level (defined in [12]).

**The process of our first layer is as follows:** firstly, agent \( a \) conducts DENCLU towards \( U^{u+} \) with appropriate parameters \((\xi, \sigma)\), and then the output is subjectivity clusters \( C_s = \{c_1^u, c_2^u, \ldots, c_{n_s}^u\} \) where \( u_s \) is the number of subjective clusters and \( u \in c_s \) \((s \leq u_s) \), and dishonest users \( U_d \) (i.e. outliers) regarding to \( u \).

Secondly, agent \( a \) further conducts DENCLU with new appropriate \((\xi_2, \sigma_2)\) pair\(^4\) towards \( U_d^u \) by controlling the cluster number to be 2. Thus, two types of dishonest users i.e. direct dishonest users \((c_1^u)\) and disguise dishonest users \((c_2^u)\), are identified. \( C_d^u = \{c_{d1}^u, c_{d2}^u\} \). And, the outliers of this round are considered as disguised dishonest ones, and their ratings are discarded (or filtered out) for the next layer and applications.

### 4.3.2 The Second Layer: Fuzzy Smoothing

For users in the border area of each cluster, it might be over-positive to determine them as belonging to only one cluster. This is in accordance with the real-world scenario where some users have the mixed subjectivity of more than two distinct subjectivity groups. To resolve this problem, in the second layer, agent \( a \) conducts fuzzy smoothing process towards users in \( U^{u+} \) (particularity \( C_s^u \) and \( C_d^u \)).

For each user \( u_c \in C_s^u \) (\( c_1^u \in C_s^u, c_1^u \leq u_c \)), we first compute the distance of \( u_c \) with each of other clusters in \( C_s^u \) (not including \( c_1^u \)). The nearest cluster \( c_2^u \) (\( c_2^u \in C_s^u \) ) is selected. Afterwards, \( u_c \) is considered as belonging to set \( c_1^u \) and \( c_2^u \) with membership \( m_{1c}^u \) and \( m_{2c}^u \) respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ m_{1c}^u = \frac{d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_1^u))}{d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_2^u)) + d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_2^u))} \\
m_{2c}^u = 1 - m_{1c}^u
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

Similarly, for each user \( u_c \in C_d^u \), she is considered as belonging to set \( c_{d1}^u \) and \( c_{d2}^u \) with membership \( m_{d1c}^u \) and \( m_{d2c}^u \) respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ m_{d1c}^u = \frac{d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_{d1}^u))}{d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_{d1}^u)) + d(u_c, \text{mean}(c_{d2}^u))} \\
m_{d2c}^u = 1 - m_{d1c}^u
\end{align*}
\]

(12)

Note that each agent conducts cluster analysis based on the historic interactions of its own user as well as those of other users in the user’s neighborhood (advisors). For a user with limited experience, the agent could request the information (feature vectors) of advisors from other agents about which the agent already has good knowledge (evaluation).

### 4.4 Group Alignment

Agent \( a \) manages its own user \( u \)'s rating system, including the ratings provided by \( u \)'s advisors in \( C_s^u \) and \( C_d^u \). The ratings provided by advisors of the misguidance dishonest type are directly discarded.

We propose a simple alignment algorithm for each agent to effectively adopt the ratings provided by advisors. We call it group alignment algorithm mainly because we differ the rating difference between two users according to the ratings of the other users in the same clusters with them (see Equation 13). By doing so, each user could benefit from the collective knowledge of group users, and avoid the inaccuracy caused by limited information, which is the case for most users. Let us assume one user \( u \) belongs to two clusters \( c_{d1}^u \) and \( c_{d2}^u \) with respective membership degree \( m_{d1c}^u \) and \( m_{d2c}^u \). And, there is another qualifying user \( u_c \in C_s^u \) \( \cup C_d^u \) belonging to two clusters \( c_{s1}^u \) and \( c_{s2}^u \) with corresponding membership \( m_{s1c}^u \) and \( m_{s2c}^u \). In this case, each rating \( r \) provided by \( u_c \) to entity \( x \) would be aligned to that of \( u_c, r^u_c \) in the sense that adapts to \( u \)'s evaluation criterion:

\[
\begin{align*}
& u \text{'s group center} \\
& r_{u} = r + \text{mean}(r_{u_c}^{s1}) \cdot m_{u1c} + \text{mean}(r_{u_c}^{s2}) \cdot m_{u2c}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& u_c \text{'s group center} \\
& - \text{mean}(r_{u_c}^{d1}) \cdot m_{dc1} + \text{mean}(r_{u_c}^{d2}) \cdot m_{dc2}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \text{mean}(r_{u_c}^{s1}) \) is the average of ratings of users from \( c_{s1}^u \) to the entities of the same type as \( x \). The right hand of Equation 13 (not including \( r \)) indicates the rating difference between \( u \) and \( u_c \) to an entity of the same type as \( x \). Each agent depends on the cluster analysis and group alignment approach to manage its own user’s rating system.

Our approach can be directly used in opinion evaluation in online communities (where in most MAS cases, trust models are employed), and recommender systems.

\(^3\)The choice of distance functions is application-variant. For example, for the application where users have many features with 0 values, the hamming distance is more suitable.

\(^4\)Here, the noise level is decided by the third type of dishonest users.
Figure 2: Performance change of our method by varying (a) $\sigma_1$; (b) $\sigma_2$; (c) number of features ($\sigma_1 = 0.12$, $\sigma_2 = 0.30$).

Figure 3: Performance comparison (a) and (b) as the change of iterations; (c) when varying the ratio of liars.

5. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct experiments in two different environments, a distributed simulated e-marketplace for checking the effectiveness of our approach in opinion evaluation (trust models), and three real data sets obtained from Epinions, Flixster and FlimTrust for validating our approach for rating prediction in recommender systems.

5.1 Simulated E-marketplace

We examine the effectiveness of our approach in a distributed environment by conducting comparisons with the competing trust models.

5.1.1 Experimental Settings

We simulate an e-marketplace involving 55 sellers and 500 buyers. In our simulation, each seller is assigned a base reputation scaled from 0.5 to 1 with step of 0.05. For example, if base reputation of a seller is 0.5, the seller has a probability 0.5 of conducting transactions successfully. Buyers rate a seller with a value ranged in $[0,1]$. Buyers also have different subjectivity in rating their experience with same sellers. We define each buyer’s subjectivity as a constant, which follows a Gaussian Distribution across all buyers and is ranged in $[-1,1]$. For example, if a buyer’s subjectivity value is 0.5, it means that she would rate sellers as 1 if sellers’ base reputation is bigger than 0.5. In each iteration, whether a buyer would conduct a transaction is decided by a predefined probability value. A buyer always seeks to conduct transaction with the seller of the highest reputation value (computed using trust models) from her view.

Here, besides our approach, we implement a baseline approach without considering subjectivity and dishonesty, which computes the reputation of sellers by directly averaging the ratings collected from other buyers for the sellers. We also choose to implement the TRAVOS model [21], which is a representative approach in the set of filtering approaches.

As methods that consider both dishonest and subjective rating problem, the HABIT [20] method is chosen instead of PGM [4] and PRep [11] because the latter two are complicated to implement for our scenario (refer to the details in Section 2).

We evaluate their performance in computing the reputation of sellers. The performance of an approach is measured as the mean absolute error (MAE) between the reputation of sellers with respect to the buyer (the ground truth about the reputation of sellers with respect to the buyer).

5.1.2 Results and Discussion

Here, we first check the effectiveness of each part of our approach. Then, we present the performance of our approach and three benchmark approaches. We also examine these approaches in details by varying the ratio of dishonest buyers in the simulated environment.

Model Effectiveness. In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we analyze the impact of $\sigma$ used in the first DENCLU algorithm ($\sigma_1$), and the second DENCLU algorithm ($\sigma_2$), respectively. Note that $\sigma_1 < \sigma_2$. Specifically, Figure 2(a) presents the performance of our method by varying $\sigma_1$ while fixing $\sigma_2 = 0.2$ and 0.3, respectively. Figure 2(b) shows the performance of our method by changing $\sigma_2$ while fixing $\sigma_1 = 0.12$ and 0.17, respectively. As can be seen, our method is sensitive to $\sigma_1$, and relatively insensitive to $\sigma_2$. With regard to different $\sigma_2$, our method can consistently achieve the best performance when $\sigma_1 \approx 0.17$. This implies that at that level of $\sigma_1$, we can obtain the best number of the subjectivity groups (granularity level) for our rating alignment. Given that value of $\sigma_1$, the MAE approximates to 0.18, which demonstrates almost 50% improvement over the baseline method (MAE$\approx 0.35$).

We also investigate the effectiveness of features used in our approach. We select 10 features to represent a buyer for
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our approach in centralized real-world environments by comparing our approach with the state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms in rating prediction. We conduct these experiments using real datasets to compare our model with several competing models, including TidalTrust [9], clustering-based recommender system (CoClustering) [8], probabilistic matrix factorization [16], and SocialMF method [13].

### 5.2 Experimental Settings

Three real-world datasets are used in the experiments, i.e. Epinions, FilmTrust and Flixster. Users provide numerical ratings in the range of [1,5] on Epinions. Besides, users can also explicitly specify other users as trustworthy or not based on whether the ratings of others are consistently valuable or useless for the user. We adopt the extended Epinions data set\(^5\) where trust value is labeled as 1. We sample a subset by randomly selecting 5,000 users. The other two datasets are FilmTrust and Flixster\(^7\) where users can also indicate others as trustworthy, and provide item ratings ranging from 0.5 to 4.0 (5.0 in Flixster) with step 0.5. The statistics of the three datasets is given in Table 2.

#### Table 2: The statistics of three datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Epinions</th>
<th>Flixster</th>
<th>FilmTrust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>users</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>1,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>items</td>
<td>376,458</td>
<td>13,527</td>
<td>2,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trust</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>2,898</td>
<td>2,853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratings</td>
<td>968,467</td>
<td>264,540</td>
<td>70,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg rating</td>
<td>4,696</td>
<td>3,6560</td>
<td>3,0028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments are conducted by applying the leave-one-out technique, that is, each rating is iteratively hidden whose value will be predicted by applying our method, the TidalTrust, CoClustering, PMF, or SocialMF methods until all ratings in the data sets are tested. The performance is evaluated by two commonly used measures: the root mean square errors (RMSE) and mean absolute errors (MAE). They both refer to the differences between the predictions and the ground truth, but differ from each other as indicated by their names. Generally, smaller RMSE and MAE values indicate better predictive accuracy.

### 5.2.2 Results and Discussion

Table 1 summarizes the performance comparisons between our approach and other approaches on three real datasets. As shown in Table 1, our approach achieves better performance than others in terms of both RMSE and MAE on

---

\(^5\)We use the source codes of the latter three methods provided by MyMediaLite Recommender System Library (www.mymedialite.net), and adopt the corresponding settings suggested by the papers.

\(^7\)www.trustlet.org/wiki/Epinions_datasets

---

#### Table 1: The performance comparison of different approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Epinions</th>
<th>Flixster</th>
<th>FilmTrust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TidalTrust</td>
<td>0.4058</td>
<td>0.1046</td>
<td>1.2449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoClustering</td>
<td>0.6398</td>
<td>0.3834</td>
<td>0.9263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMF</td>
<td>0.6498</td>
<td>0.4260</td>
<td>0.9264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SocialMF</td>
<td>1.6427</td>
<td>1.3508</td>
<td>1.3749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Note: our model according to propositions in Section 4.2, including mean, the number, and standard deviation of the buyer’s ratings, the rating different with other users and the variance, rating difference with other users with regard to commonly rated sellers and the variance, rating difference with the benchmark ratings and the variance, and skewness of the buyer’s ratings. Figure 2(c) demonstrates the performance of our method as changing the number of features. The x-axis represents the number of features used in the implementation. Given a specific number of features, the line shows the average performance of different feature combinations, and the error bars demonstrate the respective best and worst performance. As illustrated, the overall performance of our method increases as more features are considered, especially when the number of features reaches 7. It partly indicates the reasonability of our propositions and effectiveness of the features identified in Section 4.2.

We further explore the effectiveness of our method by showing the performance of our method without dishonesty clustering (using DENCLU to cluster dishonest buyers in the first layer), and our method without fuzzy smoothing. The results are shown in Figure 3(a). As can be seen, we can conclude that both the fuzzy smoothing and the dishonesty clustering can contribute to the performance improvement of our method. This also represents that, some buyers (advisors) might be dishonest, but we still could extract valuable information from their opinions.

#### Model Comparison

Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the performance comparisons between our approach and the other three approaches in both the basic and deceptive environments. For our approach, we set $\sigma_1 = 0.12$ and $\sigma_2 = 0.3$. From the results shown in Figure 3(b), we can see that our method performs consistently the best no matter whether buyers have more or few interactions with sellers. HABIT performs better than TRAVOS, and both HABIT and TRAVOS perform much better than the baseline approach. Note that the marginal effect of new interactions on the performance of our method is very significant when there are only a few interactions for each buyer.

Based on the basic environment (number of interactions=100), we also examine the effect of deception as buyers lie about their past experience by conducting complementary lying behavior where a false rating to a seller is $r$ in the scale of $[0,1]$, the liar will modify the rating as $1 - r$. We vary the ratio of liars from 0 to 0.5, and plot the MAE results of different approaches in Figure 3(c). Our approach performs much better than the other approaches. Both our method and HABIT are not so much affected by lying buyers. This is mainly because in our simulations, the rating behavior of dishonest buyers is relatively static, and thus their ratings could still be used for our method. HABIT could also address this case as public information of advisors could be adopted to help infer the properties of the dishonest buyers.

---

We use the source codes of the latter three methods provided by MyMediaLite Recommender System Library (www.mymedialite.net), and adopt the corresponding settings suggested by the papers.
Epinions and Flixster datasets, and a little worse but still comparably competitive to other approaches on FilmTrust dataset. This validates the effectiveness of our approach with respect to rating prediction. The lack of good performance of our approach on FilmTrust dataset is possibly because: 1) each item in FilmTrust has a great deal of interactions with users (around 34), which is suitable for the implementation of other approaches; and 2) users are quite controversial (see Table 2). Hence, a considerable amount of users is considered as misguidance dishonest ones and filtered out by our method. The performance of SocialMF and TidalTrust is much worse than PMF and CoClustering, which may be due to: 1) there exists noisy trust relationship on the three datasets; and 2) trust neighbors of a user might not share the same preference of the user.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a two-layered clustering approach to address the advisors’ subjectivity difference and dishonesty problem in providing opinions. Specifically, the agent of each user firstly clusters the advisors of its users into different groups, with respect to their rating behavior. And then, each advisor is assigned to two groups with respective membership degrees. Lastly, each agent adopts an alignment algorithm to help its user align advisors’ ratings to the ones of her own. We conduct experiments on both a simulated distributed environment and real data (considered as centralized environments) collected from Epinions, Flixster and FilmTrust, respectively. Experimental results verify that: 1) our approach can better help users utilize ratings (opinions) provided by advisors, and is relatively robust to deceptive environments; 2) the identified features are validated to be effective for our research scenario, and each part of our approach contributes to performance improvement; and 3) our approach can achieve competitive performance in rating prediction with respect to other recommender systems.

For the future work, we will conduct experiments to further validate the robustness of our approach by evaluating its effectiveness on resisting different kinds of attacks such as whitewashing and Sybil attacks.
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